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Before and after! The EF4 Super tornado struck St Louis Missouri Good Friday 22 April http://bit.ly/g3vAre  
 

 
 

WeatherAction Simultaneous double whammy 

tornado and earthquake success. 
 

• Good Friday tornado swarm USA and Massive earthquake Solomon Isles 

confirm WeatherAction simultaneous double hit:  
 

• ‘Extra Top’ Red Weather Warning and World major Earthquake risk period 
 

WeatherAction’s Extra Top Red Warning period of 22-23rd April for tornados in USA http://bit.ly/gnCOhY and 
other extreme weather and our World major Earthquake Risk period 19-23rd April were together confirmed by a 
swarm of tornados in USA including an EF4 super tornado in St Louis and a massive M6.9 earthquake in the Solomon 
Isles South Pacific within hours - http://bit.ly/gHfHOR - (04:17z GMT on 23rd which was 22nd 23:17z CDT USA; 
WeatherAction forecasts are framed in GMT = UTC ). 
 

• “Extreme weather and major earthquakes in the same family”, says Piers 
Piers Corbyn said “These events were preceded by Solar flare action on the Sun and special Sun-earth magnetic links. We are 
very pleased with this result which, together with further tornado events on 26-27th April, brings total confirmation (7/7) of 
our extreme events forecasted periods for the USA in April and a complete (3/3) success rate for our major earthquake 
risk trial forecasts since they began in March.. These results further confirm our finding that extreme weather events and 
Earthquakes are in the same family* - and we can predict both. We will press on with advancing forecasting science for both.”  
 

* VIDEO on link http://fraudulentclimate.atspace.com/twitterfight1.html  which also carries parallel feeds of Met Office &  Piers Corbyn tweets! 


